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Abstract

This article describes the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE) approach to classifying the direction and strength of recommendations. The strength of a recommendation, separated into strong and weak, is defined as the extent to which one can be confident that the desirable effects of an intervention outweigh its undesirable effects. Alternative terms for a weak recommendation include conditional, discretionary, or qualified. The strength of a recommendation has specific implications for patients, the public, clinicians, and policy makers. Occasionally, guideline developers may choose to make “only-in-research” recommendations. Although panels may choose not to make recommendations, this choice leaves those looking for answers from guidelines without the guidance they are seeking. GRADE therefore encourages panels to, wherever possible, offer recommendations. © 2013 Published by Elsevier Inc.
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1. Introduction

In prior papers in this series devoted to the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE) approach to systematic reviews and practice guidelines, we have dealt with the process before developing recommendations: framing the question [1], choosing critical and important outcomes [2], rating the confidence in effect estimates for each outcome [3–9], rating the confidence in effect estimates across outcomes [10], dealing with resource use [11], creating an evidence profile and a Summary of Findings (SoF) table [12,13], and GRADE’s approach to diagnostic test recommendations. This article addresses GRADE’s approach to categorizing, labeling, and wording health care recommendations. As we did in the initial article in this series, we will define strong or
What is new?

Key points
- The strength of a recommendation is defined as the extent to which one can be confident that the desirable consequences of an intervention outweigh its undesirable consequences.
- Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development, and Evaluation GRADE has chosen a simple four-category classification of recommendations, a binary classification of recommendations as strong or weak (also known as conditional, discretionary, or qualified) recommendations for or against a management approach.
- The strength of a recommendation has specific implications for patients, the public, clinicians, and policymakers.

2. Presenting direction and strength of recommendations

2.1. Direction of recommendations

Panels make recommendations either for (when the desirable consequences outweigh the undesirable consequences) or against (when the opposite is true) a particular strategy, in relation to a comparator. With the GRADE approach, the desirable and undesirable consequences are the outcomes classified as “critical” and “important but not critical.” These outcomes are selected at the outset, confirmed when the results are reviewed, and presented in the evidence profile and SoF table.

In almost all situations, there are trade-offs between management strategies that have some desirable and some undesirable outcomes. Table 1 presents typical categories of desirable and undesirable consequences of a management strategy. Inevitably, evaluating the balance between desirable and undesirable consequences involves judging the relative importance of those consequences, an issue we will address in the next article.

2.2. Strength of recommendations

Like confidence in effect estimates (quality of evidence), the strength of a recommendation can be conceptualized as an underlying continuum (Fig. 1). Nevertheless, GRADE has chosen a simple four-category classification of recommendations. If the panel is highly confident of the balance between desirable and undesirable consequences, they make a strong recommendation for (desirable outweighs undesirable) or against (undesirable outweighs desirable) an intervention. If the panel is less confident of the balance between desirable and undesirable consequences, they offer a weak recommendation. Some panels have been concerned about the use of “weak” to characterize recommendations because a weak recommendation can be confused with weak evidence, because guideline users may feel they can ignore weak recommendations, or because users may interpret weak as denoting that the panel was uncertain regarding the right recommendation. GRADE therefore offers alternative labels: conditional, discretionary, and qualified (Box 1) [14]. As we will demonstrate, the four-category approach to grading recommendations has the merit not only of simplicity, but also of direct links to action on the part of health care providers, health care recipients, and policymakers.

Table 1. Categories of typical desirable and undesirable outcomes of an experimental vs. a control intervention

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Desirable outcomes</th>
<th>Undesirable outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increase longevity</td>
<td>Decreased longevity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction in morbid events intervention designed to prevent</td>
<td>Immediate serious complications (typically for surgical therapies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution of symptoms</td>
<td>Short-term relatively minor side effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved quality of life</td>
<td>Long-term relatively minor side effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decreased resource use</td>
<td>Impaired quality of life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved quality of life</td>
<td>Inconvenience/hassle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decreased resource use</td>
<td>Increased resource use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Strength of recommendation: a continuum divided into categories.
Clinicians should...” or “Clinicians should not...” or “Do...” or “Don’t...”. Alternatives for a weak recommendation include “Clinicians might...” or “We conditionally recommend...” or “We make a qualified recommendation that...” (Box 1).

There is, however, limited systematically collected evidence addressing the wording of the strength of recommendations. In a randomized trial, we compared three wording approaches that expressed two grades of recommendation (“we recommend”/“we suggest”; “clinicians should”/“clinicians might”; “we recommend”/“we conditionally recommend”) [15]. None of the approaches was clearly superior to the others in conveying the strength of recommendations. Lomotan et al. [16] compared the “level of obligation” assigned to various terms commonly used in health care guidelines. They found that participants assigned different levels of obligation to “must,” “should,” and “may,”.

Recommendations should always specify the population, and unless it is obvious, the comparator. Consider for instance, the following: In patients with acute renal failure, we recommend hourly urine volume measurement for at least 24 hours. The strength of this recommendation may differ depending on whether the alternative is every 2 hours or once a day. Thus, the additional specification “when compared with daily urine volume measurement” is required.

Sometimes, the recommendation statement will include reference to the setting, particularly when our confidence in estimates of effect would vary according to the setting. For instance, a recommendation regarding carotid endarterectomy might vary depending on the extent of delay between a patient’s presentation with symptoms suggesting carotid stenosis and the performance of surgery [17]. Another instance when setting may be important is in estimating the outcome of pregnancy [19,20]. For instance, if a woman has a stroke and is using clopidogrel, we suggest giving aspirin to clopidogrel rather than “In patients who have had a stroke, we suggest not giving aspirin.”

Unfortunately, misinterpretation is possible however strength of recommendations is expressed. We suggest guideline developers consider using both symbols (which may be less confusing than numbers or letters [18]) and words to express strength of recommendations. We suggest ↑↑ as a symbol for strong recommendations and ↑? for weak recommendations. For guideline developers preferring numbers or letters, we suggest “1” for strong recommendations and “2” for weak. For those who prefer a pictorial representation, balancing scales are depicted in (Fig. 2).

Whatever terms guideline developers elect to use (e.g., weak, conditional, discretionary, or qualified), we suggest that they use these consistently across different guidelines. Explanations of the meaning and implications of strong and weak recommendations should be readily accessible, for example, using hyperlinks in electronic publications, to facilitate correct interpretation.

3. Meaning of recommendations in GRADE

3.1. What GRADE means by strong and weak recommendations—for clinicians and patients

Using the GRADE approach, guideline authors make a strong recommendation when they believe that all or almost all informed people would make the recommended choice for or against an intervention. Consider, for example, the recommendation to take supplemental folate before and during the pregnancy. High-quality evidence suggests folate prevents neural tube defects, a catastrophic outcome of pregnancy [19,20]. Folate is inexpensive and
has no proven adverse effects. Because the desirable consequences so greatly outweigh the negative, the deduction that all informed women would choose to take supplemental folate is secure, thus warranting a strong recommendation.

In contrast, guideline panels using GRADE make a weak recommendation when they believe that most informed people would choose the recommended course of action, but a substantial number would not. Consider the recommendation in favor of adjuvant chemotherapy for women with early stage breast cancer. Most women would choose the recommended course of action, but an appreciable number would choose not to take chemotherapy, because they feel that the small possible benefits in survival do not justify the suffering resulting from the serious side effects of chemotherapy [21].

Given that a strong recommendation implies uniformity of choice and a weak recommendation implies variability, strong and weak recommendations have direct implications for the patient—provider dyad at the point of decision making. Although recognizing that it is always valuable for providers to discuss decisions with patients, allocation of time will differ given the strength of a recommendation. When a recommendation is weak, clinicians and other health care providers need to devote more time to the process of shared decision making by which they ensure that the informed choice reflects individual values and preferences (Box 1). This is likely to involve ensuring patients understand the implications of the choices they are making, possibly using a formal decision aid. When recommendations are strong, clinicians may spend less time on the process of making a decision, and focus efforts on overcoming barriers to implementation or adherence.

### 3.2. What GRADE means by strong and weak recommendations—for policy makers

The implication of a strong recommendation for policy makers is that the recommendation can be adopted as a policy in most situations. A strong recommendation implies that variability in clinical practice between individuals or regions would likely be inappropriate. Thus, for governments, institutions, provider groups, or third-party payers responsible for ensuring high-quality care, strong recommendations also constitute candidates for performance measures (quality of care criteria). For policy makers, the implication of a weak recommendation is that policy making will require substantial debate and involvement of many stakeholders. A weak recommendation implies that variability between individuals or regions may be appropriate, and use as a quality of care criterion is inappropriate unless the criterion is whether patients were properly informed and helped to make a decision consistent with their own values (such as by the use of a decision aid).

### 3.3. Strong does not necessarily mean a priority recommendation

The strength of a recommendation may not be directly correlated with its priority for implementation. The importance or prioritization of a recommendation may differ, depending on the target audience for the recommendation: patients, the public, clinicians, or policy makers. Governments and public health officials considering a public health intervention must consider several factors beyond the strength of a recommendation. These factors—of lesser relevance to recommendations directed at clinicians—include the prevalence of the health problem (higher priority for more common conditions), ease of implementation (higher priority for interventions that can be implemented now), considerations of equity (higher priority for interventions that contribute to reducing address health inequities), total costs to society (lower priority for interventions with high total costs), and the potential for improvement in quality of care (lower priority for recommendations with current high adherence). Therefore, government and public health officials may place a lower priority on implementing strong recommendations although they are important for individual patients. For instance, a National Institute for Clinical Excellence (NICE) guideline concerning hip fractures did not consider implementation of a recommendation to use an intramedullary nail in patients with subtrochanteric fracture a high priority because the practice is already widespread [22].

If guideline panels are addressing funders or health system managers, they should make transparent the manner in which factors related to prevalence, equity, cost, and improving quality of care influence their priorities. Sometimes these same factors can influence recommendations, particularly when guideline panels are making recommendations for clinicians and patients on behalf of funders. When this is the case, they should be explicit about the additional factors that are considered, this should be done consistently, and it should be transparent when these other factors influenced a recommendation.

### 4. Transparent values and preferences

In this section, we deal with the explicit and transparent presentation of the values and preferences underlying recommendations (Box 2). In the next article in the series, we deal with the sources of the values and preferences and how to use them in the process of making recommendations.

Ideally, guidelines will state foundational assumptions about the values and preferences that underlie their recommendations for the target population. For instance, a guideline addressing issues of thrombosis prevention and treatment in pregnancy noted: “Our recommendations reflect a belief that most women will place a low value on avoiding the pain, cost, and inconvenience of heparin...
therapy to avoid the small risk of even a minor abnormality in their child’’ associated with warfarin prophylaxis [23].

In addition to, or in place of, making such general statements, panels may find it appropriate to make statements associated with specific recommendations that are particularly sensitive to values and preferences. For instance, two panels that were part of a broader guideline effort made apparently contradictory recommendations regarding aspirin vs. clopidogrel in patients with atherosclerotic vascular disease, despite using the same underlying evidence from a trial that enrolled both patients with threatened stroke and those with peripheral vascular disease [24]. The stroke panel that recommended clopidogrel over aspirin stated: “This recommendation… places a relatively high value on a small absolute risk reduction in stroke rates, and a relatively low value on minimizing drug expenditures [25].” The peripheral vascular disease panel that recommended aspirin over clopidogrel, stated: “This recommendation places a relatively high value on avoiding large expenditures to achieve small reductions in vascular events” [26]. The recommendations suggest opposite courses of action. Both are appropriate given the stated values and preferences, which were made explicit in qualifying statements accompanying each recommendation. These conflicting recommendations illustrate the importance of the values and preferences underlying the recommendations, the source of which we will discuss in the next article.

Another way to frame values and preferences statements that panels may want to consider is in terms of patients who do not share the values and preferences underlying the recommendation. UpToDate uses this approach. For instance, in their topic dealing with the treatment of achalasia they say: “For most healthy patients undergoing an invasive procedure, we suggest minimally invasive surgical myotomy rather than pneumatic dilatation. Patients who prefer to avoid surgery and the high rates of gastroesophageal reflux disease seen after surgery, and who are willing to accept a higher initial failure rate and long-term recurrence rate, can reasonably choose pneumatic dilatation” [27].

The text describing the rationale for the recommendations should state which outcomes the panel judged critical, which important, and which were not included. For recommendations particularly dependent on values and preferences, and those for which values and preferences are less certain, authors should place statements about underlying values and preferences with the recommendation statement rather than in the accompanying text.

For instance, a guideline panel made a recommendation for thrombolytic therapy in the context of acute stroke [28]. Thrombolytic therapy improves long-term functional outcome at the cost of an increase in immediate bleeding that is sometimes fatal. Thus, the panel felt compelled to add the following statement immediately following the recommendation: “This recommendation places relatively more weight on overall prospects for long-term functional improvement despite the increased risk of symptomatic intracerebral hemorrhage in the immediate peristroke period.” This prominent positioning of the statements will make it less likely that consumers of the guidelines miss the importance of the values and preference judgments.

5. Special recommendation in GRADE

5.1. Recommendations to use interventions only in research may be appropriate

Panels may face decisions about promising interventions associated with appreciable harms or costs and with insufficient evidence of benefit to support their use. They may be reluctant, on one hand, to recommend against such interventions out of fear that they will stifle further investigation. At the same time, they may worry about encouraging the rapid diffusion of potentially ineffective or harmful interventions, and preventing recruitment to research already under way, by providing premature favorable recommendations for their use.

The adverse consequences of recommendations to use diethylstilbestrol for the prevention of miscarriage [29,30] highlight the risk of premature favorable recommendations (risks in the children of clear cell adenocarcinoma of the vagina and cervix, breast cancer, reproductive tract anomalies, infertility, and undescended testicles). When interventions have a large component of fixed costs such as equipment or facilities, an additional problem with premature recommendations in favor of an intervention is the risk of irretrievable allocation of resources that would be better spent elsewhere. Consider, for instance, the impact of prior recommendations to use continuous electronic fetal heart rate monitoring during labor in low-risk pregnancy [31,32].

Recommendations for use of an intervention only in the context of research may ameliorate these problems. Such a recommendation may provide an important stimulus to efforts to answer important research questions, thus
resolving uncertainty about optimal patient management [33]. For instance, a NICE guideline addressing management of patients with hip fracture noted the lack of a clear management pathway for patients admitted from care homes, the lack of randomized trials, and identified this as a research priority [22].

Only-in-research recommendations will be appropriate when three conditions are met: there is insufficient evidence supporting an intervention for a panel to recommend its use; further research has a large potential for reducing uncertainty about the effects of the intervention; and further research is deemed good value for the anticipated costs.

The research recommendations should be detailed regarding the specific research questions that investigators should address, particularly which patient-important outcomes they should measure [34]. The recommendation for research may be accompanied by an explicit strong recommendation not to use the experimental intervention outside of the research context.

5.2. Guideline panels may choose to not make recommendations

Not infrequently, panels may find themselves reluctant to make a recommendation for or against a particular management strategy, and also conclude that an “only-in-research” recommendation is inappropriate. There are two very different reasons for reluctance to make recommendations. One is that the confidence in effect estimates is so low that the panels feel a recommendation is too speculative. The US Preventative Services Task Force (USPSTF) has provided a thoughtful discussion of this situation, and some compelling examples (e.g., visual inspection to screen for skin cancer) [35].

The second reason is that although our confidence in effect estimates is moderate or even high, the trade-offs are so closely balanced, and the values and preferences and resource implications not known or too variable, that the panel has great difficulty deciding on the direction of a recommendation.

The USPSTF has remarked that clinicians “indicate frustration with the lack of guidance” when the task force fails to make recommendations [35]. As the USPSTF states: “Decision makers do not have the luxury of waiting for certain evidence. Even though evidence is insufficient, the clinician must still provide advice, patients must make choices, and policy makers must establish policies [35].”

Clinicians will rarely explore the evidence as thoroughly as a guideline panel, nor devote as much thought to the trade-offs, or the possible underlying values and preferences in the population. We therefore encourage panels to deal with their discomfort and to make recommendations even when confidence in effect estimate is low and/or desirable and undesirable consequences are closely balanced. Such recommendations will inevitably be weak, and may be accompanied by qualifications.

In the unusual circumstances in which panels choose not to make recommendations, they should specify whether this is on the basis of very low confidence in effect estimates, or because they feel the balance between desirable and undesirable consequences is so close they cannot make a recommendation.

A third reason a panel may be reluctant to make a recommendation is that two management options have very different undesirable consequences, and individual patients’ reactions to these consequences are likely to be so different that it makes little sense to think about typical values and preferences. Consider, for instance, adult patients with thalassemia major considering hematopoietic cell transplantation vs. continued medical treatment with transfusion and iron chelation. Such patients may face, on one hand, a possibility of cure of their thalassemia with transplant but an early mortality risk of approximately 33%, and on the other the prospect of continued morbidity and an uncertain prognosis. A guideline panel may consider that in such situations, the only sensible recommendation is a discussion between patient and physician to ascertain the patient’s preferences. Guideline panels should not, however, fail to make a recommendation simply because individual patients will make differing choices: that patients will make differing choices is a defining feature of a weak recommendation.

6. Conclusion

Guideline developers have used widely varying presentations of recommendations, and generally fail to specify the implications of recommendations for patients, clinicians, and policy makers. For instance, Hussain et al. [36] observed important variation in formulations of recommendations within and across guidelines. GRADE’s approach to standardized terminology and presentation, and clear specification of the implications of strong and weak recommendations, addresses these shortcomings.
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